
Making Do or Making New 

Read Luke 8:26-39 

 On a local sports talk station they have something called “General 

Knowledge Wednesday.” On those days, people who call in get to talk about what 

is on their mind, and then are given a question to answer.  A right answer will help 

them win some kind of prize.  On this show they often talk about a wide range of 

topics that have nothing to do with sports, especially when things happen like the 

Flyers being eliminated from the payoffs as well as the Sixers losing a 

heartbreaker on a last second shot, and football season is several months away 

and the Phillies can’t seem to live up to our expectations.  

On the day I have in mind, they were talking about scary movies and the 

Exorcist came up and how creepy and frightening the demon possessed little girl 

was and so on.  Then the hosts were tossing about the topic of demon possession, 

wondering if such things were possible or even real and did they, or did they not 

believe in such stuff.  They, like most of the rest of us, all seemed a little at sea 

talking about it.   

Then a young man, a pastor who was the son of a seasoned pastor called in.  

He said his dad had had an experience to rival the most dramatic scenes in the 

Exorcist movie. He began to relate some of the details of the story told to him by 

his father which were indeed eerie.  Finally, the main host said, “Okay, you’re 

creeping me out. Do you want a general knowledge question?” The caller desisted 

and said, “Okay.”  I don’t remember the question or even if he gave the right 

answer.  I do remember that things quickly moved back to a safe and superficial 

level and the show moved along. 

The whole thing got me to thinking that that is how many people read the 

Bible.  When it comes to scripture we are most comfortable with plain details, 

with general knowledge questions.  But we tend to breeze by passages that are 

not so simple.  Our story today about the demonized man and the suicidal pigs is 

a case in point.  Let’s go exploring a little. 



Some of the scariest movies center on paranormal phenomena.  Something 

mysterious, something strange, something beyond our understanding and control 

enters our world and threatens to do us harm.  If you go to places like Gettysburg 

or Savanna or any number of other places you can pay your money and be guided 

on a haunted house tour.  The guides will, for the price of admission, tell you a 

whole raft of ghost stories. I was in Aiken, South Carolina last summer to conduct 

the wedding of my friend and his fiancée.  She works in an old mansion that has 

been converted into an art museum.  No one wants to go up to the third floor 

however because strange things happen there, like unexplained noises, or the 

sound of footsteps, or objects suddenly flying across the room and so forth.  The 

theory is that the ghost of the lady of the house does not take kindly to the 

people who now use it for their own purposes.  My friend’s new wife who related 

these things to me  is not some superstitious and credulous rube.  She is highly 

sophisticated and an intelligent woman.  What are we supposed to make of all 

this? 

At the other end of the spectrum is another friend of mine, whom I greatly 

admire and respect, who is a highly skilled therapist with much success in helping 

distressed and troubled people toward healing.  For him, everything can be 

scientifically understood in terms of psychological terms.  Demon possession for 

him is merely an antiquated way to describe mental illness. To deal with troubled 

people as though sinister forces of evil from beyond this world are involved is for 

him simply superstition and an excuse for poor, even damaging therapy.  

My own view is that neither possibility can be ruled out.  Some wounds can 

and should be healed therapeutically, while some forms of human distress must 

be addressed in the power of the Holy Spirit with the authority of the name of 

Jesus Christ. What we need is Spirit given wisdom and balance to go along with 

humility and caution. 

Either way there are a large number of passages in the Bible that deal with 

human brokenness explained by demonic attacks endured by broken people in a 

fallen world. We don’t always know what to do with the so-called hard cases 



among us, but Jesus is never at a loss. The story of the Gerasene demoniac is a 

case in point. 

Jesus and the disciples had crossed the sea from Galilee to the land of the 

Gerasenes, to Gentile country.  The first person they encountered was a wild 

man, naked, raving, and living among the tombs.  The villagers had first tried to 

restrain him, isolate him, and guard him.  Finally he broke loose from all their 

feeble attempts to manage his broken life.  In a voice no longer his own he 

entreated Jesus not to torment him. One of the things endured by severely 

broken people, whether due to psychological disorder or demonic harassment is 

the loss of their own voice.  Their capacity to speak their own truth becomes 

damaged.  Jesus demanded to know the name of who was speaking and was 

given the answer “legion, for we are many.”  Obviously legion was not the name 

his mother and father gave him when he was born.  A Roman legion consisted of 

about 6,000 soldiers.  In other words, this man was totally under the domination 

of destructive power. 

I own a now old Serendipity Study Bible for groups.  Several questions for 

discussion provided in the margin of this passage are apropos at this junction.  

Students are asked to think about and answer: What things wear upon you now?  

What feels like a legion marching through your life?  Those questions provide a 

good way for us to take this story personally.  

 Sometimes our lives do feel out of control.  Sometimes we do feel like life 

is hitting us like a runaway train or a Mack truck.  Sometimes, even when we do 

cry out, those around us don’t know what to do for us, or how to relate to us, so 

they simply try to escape our presence, leaving us feeling more alone than ever.  

You don’t have to be demon possessed to have such experiences.  Sometimes we 

strain to just make do with a bad situation when what our hearts crave is to be 

made new.  Sometimes those around us simply don’t know how to help. Often we 

don’t even know how to express what is really going on or how to ask for the help 

we need. 

Reading the literature commenting on this passage there are other 

questions and explanations that seem to be interesting but seem to be a little far 



from what Luke is trying to do. Like why did Jesus send the demons into the pigs?  

The poor pigs didn’t do anything to deserve this. One commentator, seeking to 

preserve Jesus from being viewed as a sadist practicing animal cruelty said Jesus 

didn’t send the demons there, he merely granted them permission.  That seems 

flimsy at best.  Wouldn’t Jesus have known that a legion of demons would have 

driven the poor things mad, just as they had the man?  Others note that pigs were 

not Kosher, therefore Jesus couldn’t have cared less about the fate of the unclean 

critters.  Others see the episode as laden with economic injustice.  The 

swineherds and their owners took a major economic hit that day. On and on goes 

the speculation attempting to understand this strange story. 

 The best, most creative take on the whole scene I found in William 

Barclay’s commentary who conjectured that perhaps the tormented man needed 

to see such a dramatic display to be fully convinced he was really, truly, free at 

last, that his healing was deep enough to be irreversible.  His tormentors were 

drowned in the sea just like the Egyptians who pursued Israel in the Exodus had 

been drowned in the Red Sea, in fulfillment of God’s promise that Israel would 

never see their oppressing Egyptians again. The man needed assurance that his 

tormentors would never come back. 

Then there is the matter of the curious response of the man’s fellow 

villagers.  They came out to the graveyard and saw this once frightening madman, 

fully clothed, in his right mind, peacefully sitting at the feet of Jesus.  You would 

think praise and celebration would have broken out in response, but fear came 

instead.  Rather than embrace the delivered man and welcome him back into 

village life, they begged Jesus to leave the neighborhood.  Why in the world would 

they want Jesus to leave?  

 I guess they just found such spiritual power to be intimidating.  Perhaps a 

perfect man who was without sin to dilute his persona was simply too intense to 

be endured.  Maybe Jesus embodied such power to deliver that he carried in his 

very being the conviction that their methods of restraining and isolating the 

broken from their midst, dehumanizing and demonizing him in the process, was 

exactly the wrong way to deal with broken human beings.   



When you think of it, we are often not much better when it comes to 

compassion and wisdom as to how to relate to the very broken among us.  Too 

often we too isolate and marginalize the most damaged people we encounter.  

They make us uncomfortable at best and fearful as well.  Other questions are 

useful here too like: When have you wanted Jesus to leave you alone and quit 

meddling in your life?  When do you refuse to listen because you fear change?  

And when do you find yourself choosing to go your own way even when you know 

that the way you are choosing is not Jesus’ way?  And whom do you avoid 

because you lack the confidence and courage to be with them in meaningful 

ways? 

All these questions are titillating to our curious minds, but finally I think the 

real point of the passage is to be discovered by looking at the overall context as 

we find it situated in Luke’s gospel. I am continually and deeply impressed by the 

Spirit inspired wisdom of these writers of scripture as they creatively arrange their 

material for maximum pastoral and theological impact. 

If you step back for a minute you may notice where the story of the 

demonized man and the suicidal pigs is placed.  The story just before is the one 

about Jesus and the disciples on the stormy Sea of Galilee, on their way to their 

certain death by drowning. The disciples cried out, “We’re perishing; don’t you 

care?”   Jesus commanded the wind and waves, “Peace! Be still!”  The forces of 

nature  obeyed his command, leading the disciples to ask the central question, 

“Who is this man that even wind and sea obey him?”  Luke wants us to know that 

Jesus is Lord of all creation.  Jesus is able to calm the storms of life.  

Right after our story, there is a story within a story.  Jairus’ daughter lay 

dying and he urged Jesus to come heal her.  En route, a woman who had been 

bleeding for years with every attempt to heal her resulting in failure and who was 

now totally out of resources to pursue healing, surreptitiously touching Jesus and 

having his healing power go out to her.  Jesus took time to confront her and to 

grant her peace.  We notice that the Lord of time never is in a hurry.  Jesus is a 

man of steady purpose.  



 In the meantime Jairus’ daughter died. No worries: Jesus went to her home 

and raised her back to life.  Not only is Jesus Lord over creation, he is also Lord 

over sickness.  And he is Lord of life over death!  

Luke wants us to see that Jesus is Lord over the creation, over our spiritual 

life and victorious in spiritual warfare, over disease, and over the last enemy to be 

defeated, that is, over death.  This sequence is like a pastoral novella in four 

chapters.  Taken together they proclaim the sovereign majesty of our Lord and 

Savior Jesus Christ.  Paul wrote that in the end, every knee would bow in heaven, 

on earth, and under the earth and every tongue confesses that Jesus Christ is 

Lord.  In short, there is nowhere you can go where Jesus is not Lord. 

Of course we are not yet at the end.  People die in nature’s violent 

upheavals.  People often are spiritually and psychologically oppressed and 

tormented.  People suffer from diseases, some of which are terminal, some just 

doggedly resistant to cure.  And of course, sooner or later, all people die. 

Luke uses these stories pastorally as an encouragement for all of us to look 

beyond the immediate circumstances of our lives to the bigger perspective of 

where all things are headed.  We are aimed toward the fulfillment of all God’s 

promises to come and make all things new.  The resurrection of Jesus Christ, his 

deeds of power, his deep teachings and divine wisdom, the quality of his 

character, his love and his mercy are all the first fruits of those promises.  That’s 

why he promises to keep our hearts and minds stayed upon Jesus.  It is in him 

alone that we are given a hope that will never disappoint us.  It is in him that we 

no longer just make do in life.  Living for Jesus Christ our lives are made new.  We 

are being renewed every day deep inside, even as we experience our outer nature 

slowly giving way, moving toward that day when our mortality puts on 

immortality and when death is swallowed up by life.  If you find yourself just 

making do, cry out to the Lord, “O Lord, make me new.” 


